
Specialist Teacher (Music)

Tanglin Mission

Tanglin Trust School Singapore has a long tradition of providing British-based learning with an
international perspective. At Tanglin we strive to make every individual feel valued, happy and
successful. Responsibility, enthusiasm and participation are actively encouraged and integrity is
prized. Working together in a safe, caring yet stimulating environment, we set high expectations
whilst offering strong support, resulting in a community of lifelong learners who can contribute
with confidence to our world.

Person Specification

We are seeking to appoint an exemplary music teacher to inspire a love of music in our children.
The successful candidate will bring a flair for excellence in teaching and learning in the classroom
and a commitment to our extensive co-curricular programme. Matching enthusiasm with
detailed subject knowledge, the successful candidate will be equally comfortable working with
accomplished musicians and absolute beginners. Our hard working teachers demonstrate a
willingness to go above and beyond and the ability to work collaboratively as part of a team.

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES

• Managing an effective, orderly and safe learning environment.

• Contributing as a team member to the planning of the annual and termly curriculum for
the year group according to the School’s published schemes of work in each subject.

• Planning and then delivering a curriculum for the class according to the agreed termly
plan, and in accordance with the agreed principles and practice of timetabling of the year
group and the school, as laid down in the Staff Handbook; differentiating that delivery
according to the abilities and learning strategies of individual students.

• Adding to detailed records of plans, and of achievements of individual students;
developing, in conjunction with the year group, standardised forms of assessment and
record keeping.

• Reporting to parents in accordance with the school’s reporting policy as laid down in the
Staff Handbook.

• Contributing to the planning and implementation of curricular and other initiatives
according to the School’s Calendar.

• Following the School’s policies and procedures with regard to discipline and behaviour,
daily routines, duties, leave of absence, and field study trips, as laid down in the Staff
Handbook.



• Liaising with relevant members of the Learning Support Team with regard to individual
students who may have exceptional needs, to ensure that those needs are understood,
planned for and met.

• Attending and contributing to meetings of a professional nature as and when required.

• Working with the class teacher in contributing to the strengthening of the parent-
teacher partnership.

• Fulfill a CCA activity as required.

The school is committed to safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children and young
people and expects all staff and volunteers to share this commitment. The successful
candidate will be required to provide an Enhanced DBS certificate, International Child
Protection Certificate (ICPC) or equivalent.


